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JOURNAL OF THE FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE.
This popular and valuable journal
continues to be published monthly un
der the auspices of the Franklin Insti
tute of Philadelphia. The number for
November has just appeared. It em
braces a great variety of entertaining
articles, including notices of new pa
tents, &c. a few of which we copy for
the benefit of our readers.
For a substitute for Lamp Oil, de
nominated Carbonated Alcohol; Sam
iuel Casey, Lebanon, York County,
Maine, March 17.
The patentee’s recipe is, take one
,
gallon
of alcohol and onejpipt of spinrfs
iof turpentine, shake them together, and
,add half a pound of camphor.
On the 16th of October, 1830, Mr.
Isaiah Jennings obtained a patent for a
]mixture of alcohol and spirits of turpen
tine, as a substitute for oil. An account
<of the patent may be found at p. 75,
vol. vii. We consider the present as
;a manifest invasion of the rights of Mr.
,Jennings, notwithstanding the addition
,of the camphor. The late fatal acci
(dents resulting from the use of such in
<
gredients
in lamps, will, however, prob
ably put a final slop to the use of these
,mixtures, and we have no doubt that a
(court of law would now decide that
ithey are not useful, within the meaning
(of the statute.

work of coaches and other carriages,
&c.

FOREIGN NEWS.

MAIL ARTICLES
[From theN. V. Gazette of 26th ult.]

Late from Europe.—-London papers
SINGULAR CATASTROPHE.
A cheap Brunswick Black.—Put twen of the 10th, and Liverpool of the 11th
It may not be considered amiss to
ult.
have
been
received
at
New
York.
Office on lheMain-Streel,-opposite theMeeting-House.
ty-eight pounds of common black pitch
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
The most important intelligence is mention a most remarkable occurrence
and
twenty-eight
pounds
of
common
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
asphaltum made from gas tar, into an that of the resignation of the French which was yesterday witnessed by our
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions w'hich
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
iron
pot; boil both for eight Jor ten Ministers, Thiers, Guizot, Human, De fellow citizens of Brooklyn.
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
hours, which will evaporate the gas Rigny and Duchatel, on the 4th of No We learn that yesterday, a day sa
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
and moisture; let it stand all night, and vember. The only Ministers who re cred to the Whigs, that the adverse
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
early the next morning, as soon as it mained in office were M. Persil, who party fixed upon the day, to raise a
charged for its insertion.
Jackson pole nearly in front of Mr. Dufwhen1 his
colleagues
boils,
put 111
in eigllL
eight g<4H<
gallons
of boiled Vli
oil ,; was
DOliS, put
> io Ml
11 1not at home
.
•
'
then introduce graduaHy ten pounds of | called upon him on their way t > the fon’s Garden. Tables were set in the
MISCELLANEOUS.
...... 1
.... ............ ]
red led, and ten pound of litharge, and | Tuilleries, but was expected tn fol Garden, and covered with every sub
The King of Prussia and Dr. Gall.—
boil for three hours, until it will roll ¡low their example, and M. Jacob who stantial, to be partaken of w en the
At a grand fete once given at Potsdam,
very
hard. When ; dy for mixing., remained only as ;itjj natter of form, to |j ceremony was oyer. There is, howall the Court of Prussia assembled and
missions pf their ' ever, an awful interru^bn raising
introduce twenty gw *4or are. nf' countersign
paraded before Frederick the King.
lr
ri le that
,,w. and
successors. Marshal Gerard had re «.ho. longest
turpentine,
until
of
a
proper
consistence.
Among all the embroRKred collared
was
ever
constructed,
ornamented
too,
signed
his
office
several
days
before.
This is intended for engineers, found
courtiers one man alone attracted the
The resignations had not been accept with a gilded Liberty Cap and Eagle.
ers,
ironmongers,
&c.
;
it
will
dry
in
attention of his Majesty, and this was
half an hour, or less, if properly boiled. ed on the 6th, the latest Paris date, but Forty men, placed at the halyards,
a large, tall, bony-looking old man, in
the French papers contain various nom soon lifted it almost to a perpendicular
black, with a head of remarkable shape.
position, when the huzzas commenced.
Flock Gold Size.—Put twelve gallons inations for the new Cabinet.
Frederick could not think who he was,
At that moment the American Eagle,
A
large
Russian
force
has
been
de

of linseed oil into the iron set pot; as
and called the Lord in Waiting for the
soon as it has boiled two hours, intro feated by the Circassians, who have with his talons fixed in the top of the
purpose' of inquiring. “ Who is that
duce, gradually, twelve pounds of lith been for some time in a state of insur Liberty Cap, took flight, carrying with
man in a black coat?” said the King,
arge. Continue the boiling very mod rection. The force was sent against him the sacred emblem of Liberty !
at the window with our learned Chanerately for six hours ; let it remain un them from Anapa, on the Black Sea, Our readers will readily imagine the
cellor ?”—“ Sire,” was the answer, “ it
til next morning; then bring it to sim and was routed with the loss of many effect!—There was a pause of deadly
is Dr. Gall, a celebrated physician.”
mer, and run ten pounds of gum anime prisoners, and of 100 ammunition wag silence !—At this moment hundreds of
w Gall, oh, I should like to prove for
boys, from 10 to 14 years of age, rush
and two gallons of oil. When these gons, and several pieces of artillery.
myself whether what I have heard of
ed into the garden where the tables
two runs of gum are poured into the
[From the N. Y. Journal of Commerce.]
that man is exaggerated or not. Go
were laid, and consumed or took off the
iron pot, put in seven pounds of Bur
LATER FROM EUROPE.
and invite him to our table.” On the
gundy pitch, which soon melt, and con By the ship Europe, Capt. Marshall, good things provided for the occasion.
following day at six o’clock, a splendid
tinue the boiling, and keep lading it we have London and Liverpool advi But it was necessary to make the
banquet brought together the King, the
down, as before directed for the best ces to Nov. 15th, (Saturday) inclusive. best of the calamity. The orator se
Doctor, and a dozen other personages
lected for the occasion addressed the
gold size : boil it moderately strong,
covered with crosses and orders, but For a Machine for Pegging Boots and but not over strong ; and when proper, They bring us intelligence of a dissolu auditory. In noticing the flight of the
remarkable for manners which indica Shoes; Nathan A. Fisher, Westbor mix it with thirty gallons of turpentine, tion of the British Ministry under Lord Eagle with the Liberty Cap, he re
ted any thing but noble birth. “Doc- 1ough, Worcester County, Massachu or more if required ; but recollect, this Melbourne—the formation of a new flected upon the mechanics who con
French Ministry with the Duke of Bas- structed the Jackson pole, and intima
tor,” said the King, when the repast setts, April 3.
The apparatus here patented is in should be left a little thicker and stron sano at its head—and what is perhaps ted that there was Whig-ism at the bot
was finished, “ will you have the kind
ger than japanners’ gold size. This
ness to explain to these gentlemen the tended to cut and drive the pegs into a is intended for, and used by paper more important to us than either, the tom. Murmurs and much confusion
various dispositions which their bony 1shoe one at a time, the pegs being stainers to lay their flock on, and ought convocation of the French Chambers ensued. We have no room to give more
for the 1st of December, instead of the of the ludicrous occurrences which
systems indicate.” Gall arose, for the made from a strip of wood of the prop to dry slowly in one hour.
29th, to which latter date they had followed. Our statements thus far, we
request of a King was, of course, a com er length and thickness, and sharpened
mand, and began to examine the head at its lower edge. A Plate of metal, of
believe to be correct, and we invite a
Bronzing Gold Size, is nothing more been prorogued.
It is known that this early convoca contradiction.
of his neighbor, a man of color, who the form of the sole, is to be fixed there than japanners’ gold size kept till
during dinner had been called General. on, and this plate is to have notches in very bright and tough from age, and tion had been specially solicited by
The Doctor appeared embarrassed. its edge like saw teeth, to serve as then heated up and mixed with one gal our Minister, Mr. Livingston, and it is
Speed of Ships.—The British Squad
“ Speak out candidly” said the King. guides for the pegging awl. The in lon of very old carriage varnish to nine presumed to have for its object a con ron in the Mediterranean has had a
—u His excellency is fond of hunting,” strument with which the holes are to gallons of gold size.
This is used by sideration of the unexecuted Treaty trial of speed in sailing, with the Frigate
said the Doctor, “ and other violent ex be made, and the pegs driven, consists paper stainers for laying on bronze and between France and the United States. United States. The result was, that
ercises, and must certainly be in his in part, of a hollow tube, like a piece of also gold ; and likewise by writers, So that it is by no means improbable the United States outsailed every one
that the appropriation necessary to of them,—much to the credit of Amer
true element when on the field of bat gun barrel, five or six inches long, into grain ers, japanners, giMefs,
carry the Treaty into effect, will have ican ship building and navigation.
tle. Helias every indication of a war which is fitted a punch, or piston,
Recollect,
that
the
greater
the
pro

like disposition and sanguine tempera borne up by a spiral spring, and hav portion of carriage varnish, the slower been made before the arrival of the
ing on its lower end an awl, and a peg
By a recent decision of a law suit at
ment.”
it will dry. Some paper stainers like it .President’s Message._______________
The King smiled. The Doctor pass driver, at such distance from each oth to dry quicker than others; and wri
New York, a person receiving and
The
“
better
currency
”
has
already
ed on to the next. This was a young er as the pegs in the shoe are to be pla ters and grainers like it to dry quicker appeared under the sanction of our using a newspaper, not subscribed for
man with sparkling eye and daring ex ced. Although some pains have been than gilders and japanners.
wise administration. United States or ordered, was made liable to the
pression of countenance. “ This gen taken to describe the machine, we
Bank Checks are refused, and certain printer for the amount of subscription,
Human Strength.—From results of disbursing officers are authorized to for the whole time he received it.—
tleman,” said Gall, a little disconcerted, should be unable to construct one
“ must excel in gymnastic exercises, from the description given, even with experiments made in Portsmouth dock issue their own notes, receivable at the There have been, we believe, similar
must be a great runner, aud partial to the aid of the drawing. Perhaps were yard, in driving and pressing in large public offices. A specimen of one, is decisions in Massachusetts.
all the manly sports.” “ That will do we to examine the model, the operation iron and copper bolts, a man of medi sued by a military officer, for S6 37,
The New York Enquirer says, of a
my dear Doctor,” interrupted the King, might be made plain. The whole ap um strength, striking with a mallet has been published. Checks of this
pears
to
be
considered
as
new,
no
black
man convicted there, last week,
weighing
eighteen
pounds,
and
the
han

*4 I perceive that I have not been de
description, from 62 cents and up
ceived with regard to your abilities, claim being made to any particular dle of which was 44 inches long, would wards, are circulated to a great amount of grand larceny—“ This prisoner is
and I shall not fail to make known that part, nor indeed to the general ar start a bolt about one eighth of an inch and Kentucky and Indiana are inun a notorious culprit in almost every de
every blow. It required a pressure of dated with them. Good, easy people scription of crime. Among others, he
I have myself been the witness of them. rangement of the whole.
107 tons to press the same bolt down we Americans are—patient, humble, has married five wives, and sold four of
The General nearest to you is an as
Pale
Amber
Varnish.
—
Fuse
six
lbs.
the
same quantity of space, but a small and submissive to wrongs and outrage them in the Southern States for slaves!
sassin, condemned and sentenced to be
kept imprisoned for life in chains, and of fine, picked, very pale, transparent additional weight pressed it completely by our own masters, whom we ludi It is believed that he has also kidnap
ped and sold about a dozen negro
your other friend is the first pick-pock amber in the gum-pot, and pour in two home.
crously call our public servants.
~ it un
boys.”
et in Prussia.” Having said this, the gallons of hot clarified oil. Boil
It is stated that the house in London,
King struck three blows on the table, til it strings very strong, Mix with
A respectable old man, named Cam
In the Legislature of Missouri reso
at which signal guards entered from four gallons of turpentine. This will where Steinberg lately murdered his eron, perished with the cold in the vi
several doors of the apartment. “ Take be as fine as body copal, will work family, has been hired by a speculator, cinity of New York on Sunday eve lutions have been offered, prohibiting
these gentlemen back to their cells,” very free, and flow well upon any and the room exhibited with the figures ning, in a field, while on his return the introduction into that State of
said the King ; and then turning to the work it is applied to ; it becomes very in wax, in their appropriate costume, from visiting a friend. Three men slaves for sale or hire, by other than
stupified Doctor, added, “ you have hard, and is the most durable of all var producing a net income of 50Z per diem. were found in the streets of the city, residents, or persons about to become
dined with some of the greatest felons nishes ; it is very excellent to mix to
by the watch, on the same night, in a so, and for compelling masters to treat
Literary Seasoning.—-In preparing state of complete insensibility, from in their slaves with humanity.
of my kingdom ; look to your pock copal varnishes, to give them a hard
ets !” Gall obeyed, and discovered and durable quality. Observe, amber works for the press, it is usual for the toxication and freezing, and were with
Go it Jerry.—Being in the Post Of
that the guests had taken his handker varnish will always require a longtime printer, after the proof sheet has been great difficulty recovered.
fice
a few evenings since, with only one
before
it
is
ready
for
polishing.
seen
by
the
author,
to
go
over
it
again,
chief, his purse, and his snuff-box. On
of
the
Clerks, who was engaged in his
and
clear
it
of
what
are
called
typo

the following day these articles were,
Vinegar in Cream.—The difficulty
Best Brunswick Black.—Tn an iron graphical errors, such as wrong spell and labor frequently attending the official duties; we were very much
however, returned to him, with^ hand
some snuff-box richly set with dia pot, over a slow fire, boil forty-five ings, inaccuracies of punctuation, &c. churning of butter, led me to try a va amused with an incident which took .
place at the time. The Clerk was call
monds, and of great value, as a present pounds of foreign asphaltum for at In performing this office for a celebrated riety of experiments to ascertain if a
ed to the window by a knocking out
northern
critic
and
editor,
a
printer,
least
six
hours,
and
during
the
same
method could be discovered for mak
from the King.—Le Cameleon.
time boil in another iron pot six gal now dead, was in the habit of introdu ing butter come quicker than the usual side. What do you wish ? said he.
Interesting Scientific Fact.—It is well lons of oil which has been previously cing a greater number of commas than mode. After trying several things, I Have you any blanks paper and twine?
known that at the period of the great boiled ; during the boiling of the six it appeared to the author the sense re found that by adding a table spoon was the reply. Upon which the enra
earthquake at Lisbon, the waters of gallons, introduce six pounds of litharge quired. The case was provoking, but full of good vinegar to four gallons of ged Clerk \ in his peculiar manner very
Lochness in this neighborhood, were gradually, and boil until it feels stringy did not produce a formal remonstrance, cream, when put into the churn, I ob civilly bade the wag to “ go to the
agitated considerably, as if by a violent between the fingers ; then lade or pour until W—n, himself, accidentally af tained butter in from 7 to 8 minutes. devil!”—Portland Adv.
storm, and rose about a foot above their it into the pot containing the boiling forded the learned editor an opportu If this information will be of any ser
Fire in Hebron.—We learn by a gen
ordinary level. The extreme depth asphaltum. Let both boil until upon nity of signifying his dissatisfaction vice to your subscribers, you are at
tleman
from Hebron, that the dwelling
of the lake, which in some places is as trial, it will roll into hard pills ; then with the plethora of punctuation under liberty to publish it.—Far. & Meeh.
house of J. S. Keith, Esq. at Craigie’s
much as. 130 fathoms, was considered let it cool, and mix it with twenty-five which his compositions were made to
To steam Potatoes.—Put them clean Mills, together with his barn and out
the cause of this remarkable phenome gallons of turpentine, or until it is of a labor. The worthy printer, coming to
a
passage
one
day
which
he
could
not
washed with their skins on, into a houses, were consumed by fire on the
non, but we observe an equally extra proper consistence.
understand, very naturally took it in steam saucepan,'and let the water un morning of the 10th inst., about 5 o’
ordinary fact recorded by an English
paper, the Brighton Gazette. On the Iron-work Black.—Put forty-eight lbs. his head that it was unintelligible, and der them be about half boiling ; let clock. It is supposed that the fire was
day of the late eruption of Mount Ve of foreign asphaltum into an iron pot, transmitted it to his employer, with a them continue to boil rather quickly occasioned by a kettle which was in
suvius, which was the most violent that and boil for four hours : during the remark in the margin, that “ there ap till they are done. If the water once re use the day previous for heating water
has occurred in the memory of the first two hours introduce seven pounds peared some obscurity in it.” The laxes from its heat, the goodness of the to scald pork with, 1000 lbs. of which
present generation, an earthquake took of red lead, seven pounds of litharge, sheet was immediately returned with potato is sure to be affected, and to become were destroyed with the buildings. It
place at Chichester. Could any sub three pounds of dried copperas, and this reply,—“ Mr. Jeffrey sees no ob soddened, be the quality ever so good. A is understood that Mr. K. had an insu
terranean communication have caused ten gallons of boiled oil; add one scurity here, except such as arises from too precipitate boiling is equally disad rance on his property to the amount of
this coincidence ? We can hardly be eight-pound run of dark gum, with two the d—d quantity of commas, which vantageous ; as the nigher part to the J1000 only.—Portland Adv.
gallons of hot oil. After pouring the Mr. W—n seems to keep in a pepper surface of the root begins to crack and
lieve that it was accidental.
Individuals have been indicted in
oil and gum, continue the boiling two box, beside him, for the purpose of open, while the centre part continues
Inverness Courier.
Carrol
Co. Ohio, for betting on the re
hours, or until it will roll into hard pills dusting all his proofs.”
unheated and undecomposed.
sult of the late election in that State.
It is said that a young lady near like japan. When cool, thin it off with
The snow is eight inches deep in the If such a law was carried into effect
Apple Jelly.—Make of apple juice
Dresden recently bled to death from thirty gallons of turpentine, or until it
Eastern
part of this State, and the sleighing here the purity of our elections would
strained
4
lbs.
;
sugar
1
lb.
Boil
to
a
is
of
a
proper
consistence.
This
var

the bite of a leech, an artery having
be better preserved.
is
excellent
from Bangor to Calais.
nish is intended for blacking the iron Jelly.—Cui.
been wounded.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY

JAMES K. REMICH.

patible with the public interest J any com
embastiling this capital by a chain of detaphed forts. He is a man of unquestionable UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE munication or correspondence which may
merit in his profession.
have taken place between our Minister at
TWENTY-THIRD CONGRESS.,..SECOND SESSION.
M. Teste, the new Minister of Com
Paris, and the French Government, or be SATURDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1834.
London and Liverpool papers to Nov. 15,
SENATE.
merce,
was
also
a
Bonapartist.
He
was
a
tween
the Minister from France to this Gov
have been received at New-York, by the
MONDAY, DEC. 15.
South Carolina.—We have joyous intelli
clever lawyer under the empire, and paid
ship Europe, Capt. Marshajl.
The following Message was received :— ernment, and the Secretary of State, on the
by his exile for his attachment to Napoleon.
subject of the refusal of the French Govern gence from South Carolina. The bitter feuds,
ENGLAND.
To the Senate of the United States :—
He is said to be a good man.
ment to make provision for the execution the peculiarly unpleasant divisions which
The English Ministry has come to an
The joint resolutions of Congress, unani of the treaty concluded between the United
have so long existed in this State, between
unexpected and sudden termination, imme
Spain.—It i< reported that one of Don mously expressing their sensibility on the States and France on the 4th of July, 1831.
the State Rights or Nullification and the
diately occasioned by the death of Earl Carlos’ Generals gained an important victo intelligence of the death of Gen. Lafayette,
On motion of Mr. Jarvis,
Union parties, have been amicably adjusted.
Spencer. The Earl was distinguished by ry on the 27th and 28th Oct.—having de were communicated, in compliance with
Resolved, That the Committee on Com
being the father of Lord Althorp, the Brit feated two divisions of the Queen’s troops, their writ, to George Washington Lafayette, merce be instructed to inquire into the ex It will be seen by an account of the proceed
ings of the Legislature of that State, in another
ish Chancellor of the Exchequer. The who had 700 killed, 700 wounded and11500 and'the other members of the family of that
pediency of providing by law, that the ships
Chancellor of the Exchequer, bolding the taken prisoners, and lost ammunition, bag illustrious man.
By their request, I now and vessels of the United States be register column, that a U. S. Senator and Governor
purse of the nation, is always the leader^f gage, artillery, muskets, &c. This report present the heartfelt acknowledgments of the
ed, enrolled, and licensed anew, and that have been elected by the representatives of
the ministerial party in the House of Com needs confirmation.
surviving descendants of our beloved friend, the registers, enrolments, and licenses under the people with uncommon unanimity. This
mons. By the death€. of Earl Spencer, his
for that highly valued proof of the sympa twenty tons, be required to contain, in ad desirable and happy state of things was
News from France—Dissolution of the thy of the United States.
son, Lord Althorp, succeeds to the Peerage,
dition to the names of the owners of the brought about by £ partial concessions on both
takes his father’s title, and goes into the new French Ministry—The packet ship
ANDREW JACKSON.
vessels, the share which each owner may sides : but honorable to both? The follow
House of Lords. It appears that, on the Normandie arrived at New York, 1,2 th inst.
Washington? Dec. 10, 1834.
have therein. The said documents to be ing plain and succinct narrative of the circum
death of the Eafl, Lord Melbourne, the bringing Paris papers of Nov. 15. It was
A joint resolution, providing for the a- issued instead of those now in use ; without
stances under which the reconciliation took
head of the ministry, being thus deprived of announced in the papers of that morning, mendment of the Constitution in reference
expense to owners of the vessels. Adj,
place is copied from the Connecticut Cou
the powerful services of Lord Althorp, as and was in fact announced on the preceding to the election of President and Vice Pres
rant :—
. leader of his party in the House of Com day, that the members of the new Min ident, was referred.
THURSDAY, DEC. 11.
mons, immediately repaired to the King istry, whose appointment was officially
An amendment to the Constitution of the
A bill to establish the territorial Govern
A number of petitions were presented and
and resigned the seals of office, as Prime announced only on the 12th, had given in ment of Wisconsin, was read and ordered to referred. Nothing particularly interesting State had been proposed by the Nullifiers,
Minister. This was the signal for a disso their resignations, and that they had been a second reading.
and carried through all the different sta
occurred —and the House adjourned.
ges requisite to its adoption, with the excep
lution of the whole ministry. The King ex accepted by the King.
A joint resolution was received from the
tion of the final sanction of the Legislature,
pressed no dissatisfaction with the late min
It appears that they had come to this reso House of Representatives, for the appoint
FRIDAY, DEC. 12.
now in session. The amendment prescribed
istry, but considered it as dissolved by the lution, in consequence of the determination ment of a Committee to carry into effect the
A Message was received from the Presi an oath of allegiance to the State of Sooth
translation of Althorp to the House of Peers. of the King, to cause the bill making an ap resolution of June last, relative to the death dent covering papers relating to the cause
Carolina, to be taken by every individual
But the most remarkable incident of this propriation for the fulfilment of the treaty of Gen. Lafay«iic
of the burning of the Treasury building in elected to office. This oath, commonly de
occurrence is^ that it is said in the London with this country, v’jstrji was rejected by the
Mr. Clay’s Land Bill was ordered to a J 833. A great number of resolutions were nominated the JTest. Oath, was believed by
paperSj.^^J^nerally believed, that thè late Chamber of Deputies, to be presented
second reading. The Senate spent some offered, but nothing of importance was done. the Union party to impose obligations incon
Duke or ^qawgton had been called upon to the new Chamber without alteration.- time in Executive business.
The Chair presented a communication sistent with those which they owed to the
to form the new ministry. This is said to The New York Journal of Commerce fur
from the Secretary of the Treasury, trans Constitution of the United States, and on this
have been brought about by. the agency of nishes the following extracts, copied from
mitting certain correspondence with the ground had been strenuously resisted in its
TUESDAY, DEC. 16.
progress, and at the present session sundry
the Queen. It is supposed, however, that Galignani’s Messenger of the evening of the
Mr. Hatch was elected Chaplain, on the Bank of the United States. On motion of memorials were presented remonstrating
such a retrograde measure would not be 15th.—-Adv.
Pat.
part of the Senate, for the session.
Mr. Hubbard, it was ordered to be printed, against its final passage. The amendment,
sustained. Be this as it may, we are com
PARIS, NOV. 15.
The Joint Resolution submitted by Mr. after which, the House adjourned to Mon however, passed and was incorporated into
pelled to lea ve the subject in this uncertainty
The Journal des Debats says,—“ The Benton, to amend the Constitution of the day.
—
the Constitution, and the majority, in order
till another arrival.—Centinel.
Minister of the Interior, President of the United States, was read a second time, and
to carry it into effect, were about passing a
MONDAY, DEC. 15.
A great number of petitions and memori bill defining and punishing treason, which it
Council, the Minister of War, who has also made the special order of the day for Mon
D1SSOLUTION OF THE BRITISH MINISTRY. performed the duties ad interim of Minister day next.
als were presented, and resolutions offered. was supposed would prove peculiarly odious
LONDON, NOV. 15.
of Foreign Affairs, the Minister of the Ma
Mr. Fulton offered a resolution, directing to the Union party, and kindle into fresh fury
The bill introduced, on leave, by Mr.
We have no authority for the impor rine, of the Finances, and of Commerce, Clay, to appropriate, fora limited time, the that 5,000 copies of the proceedings and all those angry passions which have so long
the State. But happily in the
tant statement which follows, but we yesterday tendered their resignations to the proceeds of the sales of the Public Lands, discussions of the French Chamber of Dep distracted
mean time, the Joint Committee on Federal
King,
which
his
Majesty
accepted.
”
uties
on
the
subject
of
the
treaty
between
have every reason to believe that it is
and for other purposes, came op on its sec
Relations, to whom the memorials above al
France and the United States, be printed luded to were referred, made a Report con
The Constitutionel mentions only four ond reading.
perfectly true. We giv£ it without any
taining such explanations and qualifications
Mr. Clay observed that the bill was in for the use of the members of the House.
comment or amplification, in the very Ministers as having resigned, the Duke de
the Test Oath as divested it of the excep
.words of the communication, which Bassano, and Messrs, Teste, Passy, and the same shape exactly that it was when be The Chair then presented a letter from of
tionable character given to it by the construc
Charles
Dupin.
It
adds
:
—
“
On
Thursday
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
transmitting
fore
the
Committee
of
Public
Lands
at
the
reached us at a late hour last night, or
after Mr. Dupin’s dinner, the Min last session, and as they reported it ; and a statement of the number and compensation tion of the Union party. In reply to the
rather at an early hour this morning : evening,
complaint that the Test Oath imposes obli
istry still existed and assembled in Council.
bill , was made the order of the day for of the Custom House Officers, in conformity gations inconsistent with those due to the
“ The King has taken the opportu There the first important question submit the
with a resolution of the House.—Referred, Constitution of the,United States, the Com
next Tuesday week.
nity of Lord Spencer’s death to turn ted to the new Cabinet, the bill for 25 mil The Senate then adjourned.
and 2000 copies ordered to be printed.
mittee say—“ They have no hesitation in af
out the. Ministry, and there is every lions claimed by the United States, ivas dis
firming the belief that the said oath was pass
reason to believe that the Duke of cussed, It appears that the doctrinary coTUESDAY, DEC. 16.
ed upon and adopted by the people of South
WEDNESDAY, DEG. 17.
Mr. Polk, from the Committee of Ways Carolina, without the most remote intention
Wellington has been sent for. The terie, although expelled from the Cabinet,
On motion of Mr. Webster, the Senate
Queen has done it all.”—Times,
was still powerful enough to give ascenden proceeded to the consideration of the bill to Means, reported a bill regulating the depos of interfering with those obligations, a belief
cy
to its opinions, since the bill for 25 mil provide for the satisfaction of claims due to ite of the money of the United States in which is concurrent with the conviction of
The Parliament Houses.—There are
certain local banks ; a bill to repeal a part your Committee as to the true interpretation
at present above 200 men, carpenters, lions, precisely as it had been rejected by certain American citizens, for spoliations of the act transferring certain duties from of the Oath itself, for whilst the Oath asserts
the Chamber, was recommended.
committed
on
their
commerce
prior
to
Sept.
and maintains the sovereignty of South Caro
masons and laborers, at work upon the
This was enough to enable the new Min 30, 1800. The bill having been read, Mr. the Commissioners of Loans to the Bank of lina, it expressly provides for the support of
two large barn-like contrivances where istry to foresee what was-in store for the fu Webster rose and said, this subject had the United States ; and a bill to authorize the
Constitution of the United States, and
in the Lords and Commons of the British
ture. Moreover, many circumstances con been often before the Senate in various the sale of the Bank Stock of the United consequently of all those obligations which
Parliament are to be called together. Ma
tributed to show that obstacles of every forms, and be trusted that its general char States. All of which were, on his motion, the citizens of South Carolina owe to a com
ny will no donbt be called, but few, it is kind would be raised.
acter was well understood by every mem committed to the Committee of the Whole pact,/which she solemnly made with her sis
believed, will like to venture their lives and
The anathema hurled against the Minis ber of the Senate. He therefore should not House on the state of the Union, and made ter States. To suppose that the people of
South Carolina, in engrafting this Oath on
limbs under so fragile and uncomfortable a
try, by one of the gravest organs of the op repeat what had been said on former occa the special order of the day for the first their Constitution, intended to impose any
canopy—and even the workmen laugh at
position (the Courier Français^ seemed to sions, in presenting the question to the con Monday in Jan. next.—Mr. P. also report obligations on their citizens incompatible
the idea of making it fit for anything but a
have produced an unfavorable impression sideration of this body.
Several reports ed— A bill making appropriations for the with their duties under the Federal Constitu
very temporary theatre for a very small
on the mind of a man who nevertheless had had been made, going much at large into the payment of Revolutionary and other pen tion, whilst in the Oath they require those
number of persons ; for as the walls shrink
been accustomed to sacrifice to his convic merits of these claims, and setting forth the sions of the United States, for the year 1835 ; who hold office under her authority to swear
in after the effects of the heat and moisture
‘topreserve, protect and defend the Consti
tions the transitory sweets of popularity, obligation
of ----------making
to the OVJ1IU
claimants some which was read twice and committed.
O
vtunumjio
have subsided, large settlings and cracks, or
The resolution offered by Mr. Fulton, tution of the United States,’ would be to sup
which can be only rendered durable by I degree of compensation.—Those reports
pose that the State was capable of perjury,
fissures will take place, and dangerous con
knowing how to lose it, in case of need, in were accompanied by documents, statements was considered, modified by the mover, so by assuming contradictory obligations.”
sequences must ensue.
as
to
direct
the
printing
of
10,000
copies
of
order to recover it anew. Be this as it may, and estimates of a voluminous size, all of
This Report laid the foundation for an am
DUBLIN, NOV. 10,
M. Passy thought he saw, and we are on which had been printed, and he supposed the Correspondence with the French Gov icable adjustment of the protracted contro
The columns of our provincial newspapers this occasion of his opinion, a contradiction had been before every member of the Sen ernment, and agreed to.
versy which had awakened the bitterest ani
are literally crowded with details of outrages
mosities among the citizens of that State, and
between the principles which he maintained, ate. The session before last, ¿since which
ofa most serious and alarming nature. These
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 17.
at one time seriously threatened the integrity
and the course into which he was led by this period not a great number of changes had
A number of petitions were presented. of the Union. The members of the Union
accounts exhibit a most fearful catalogue of disastrous bill. He firmly stated that he been made in the Senate,) he went largely
crime, spread over many of our midland could not consistently present, as a Minis into details to shew the justice of these The House then in Committee of the Whole party in the Legislature expressed their satis
counties ; and I deeply regret that in again ter, a bill which he had opposed as a Depu claims ; and at the last session, an honora Mr. Briggs in the Chair, took up the bill to faction with the explanation, and withdrew
their opposition to the amendment. They
adverting to the state of this country, it is ty.
He insisted with the most honorable ble Senator from Maryland, not now here, regulate and equalize the pay of the officers
to discharge the same painful duty of adding eagerness, that it would be flying in the face had opened the whole subject to the consid of the Navy. A motion to strike out $5500 were met in a cordial and friendly spirit by
the other party, and peace and harmony
another chapter to this deplorable history of of the Chamber to reproduce, without a sin eration of this body.
as the pay of a senior Captain, commanding seemed once more restored.
guilt.
gle modification, a law rejected by the most
Mr. Webster having concluded his re a squadron, and to insert $4500, after de
NEW FRENCH MINISTRY.
significant majority. Messrs. Teste and marks, and no amendment having been pro bate was agreed to • yeas 90, nays 55.
Internal Improvements.—Several pro
The new French Ministry is composed Charles Dupin seem to have supported M. posed, the bill was reported to the Senate.
jects for internal improvements, in our own
almost entirely of fresh materials.—M. Per Passy in this struggle, wherein the word
THURSDAY,
DEC.
18.
Some further discussion then took place,
The House went into Committee of the State, are the topics of much conversation
sil being the only member of the old Minis ( resignation,’ which is the veto of every in which Mr. Tyler and Mr. Benton oppos
try who is retained. It is composed as fol honest Minister, was several times pronoun ed the bill, which was defended by Mr. Whole on the state of the Union, ¿Mr. and many newspaper essays, among our east
Briggs in the Chair,) and resumed the con ern friends. One project is, a Rail-road
lows :
ced.
The Council was broken up, and Preston and Mr. Shepley.
sideration of the bill to regulate and equal from Portland to Quebec; another is, the
The Duke of Bassano, Minister of the Messrs. Teste and Passy having previously
ize the pay of the officers of the Navy. Be
Interior and President of the Council.
construction of a Canal from Casco Bay to
concentrated together, sent in their resigna
THURSDAY, DEC. 18.
M. Teste, Minister of Commerce.
Mr. Hendricks, from the Committee on fore any question was taken, the committee Merry-meeting Bay on the Kennebec river ;
tion at midnight.
rose
and
the
House
adjourned.
M. Bresson,
of Foreign Affairs,
M. Charles Dupin, on hearing the fact Roads and Canals, to which had been re
a third is, a Canal from the Androscoggin
Gen. Bernard
of War.
very early in the following morning, sent in ferred the resolution directing an inquiry in
fiver to the head waters of the Cumberland
Charles Dupin
FRIDAY, DEC. 19.
of Marine,
his own, which was followed by that of the to the expediency of making an appropria
The joint resolution for the sale of the and Oxford Canal; a fourth is, by the
M. Passy,
of Finance.
Duke de Bassano. Messrs, Mole and Thiers tion for the improvement of the river Wa Lion and two Horses, received as a present Bangor people, the opening of a road up
It is not supposed fthat this change of
are commissioned to recompose this Cabinet, bash, made a report thereon accompanied from the Emperor of Morocco, was read a
the Penobscot to Moose-head lake—put
Ministry indicates any change of policy in twice found to be impossible.
To compli by a bill, which was read, and ordered to a
the affairs of the Government. Its annunci cate the èmbarrassment of the affair, M. second reading, and the report was ordered third time and was agreed to.
ting a steam-boat on the lake, and having a
The House then adjourned to Monday.
ation, however, caused a momentary decline Bresson, whose acceptance was guaranteed, to be printed. Mr. Webster from the Com
junction with the Canada road. In the ex
of the funds. The Duke of Bassano, « the is doubtless on his road to Paris, and will mittee on Finance, to which had been re
pressive language of Mr. Crockett, we say to
A singular death occurred in New York our eastern friends, “ go ahead !*’ The most
Coryphoeus of the party,” was born at learn on the frontier that there is but one ferred the bill to exempt merchandize im
Dijon in 1763, and of course is 71 years of resignation more to give in. His return to ported under certain circumstances from the on Monday. The Courier and Enquirer
splendid project of all those alluded to above
age.
Berlin is impossible, for he would be over operation of the law of the 19th May, 1828, says, about 7 o’clock in the morning, a is the rail-road from Portland to Quebec. A
M. Bresson, the new Foreign Minister, whelmed by ridicule, although he is inno and the bill for the relief of the owners of young man named George Parker, an ap
isy regularly trained Diplomatist as ever cent of this deception, in which France has the brig Despatch, reported them severally prentice to Mr. J. Munson, block maker, correspondent of the Portland Advertiser
graduated in DowningrStfe^.^JEIis 'father participated with him?’
without amendment.
A bill reducing the No. 25 South street, was found hanging’ marks out a route for this road thus
has been the cashier in the foreign depart
To begin at Quebec, the most favorable
Extract of a letter, dated Paris, Nov. 15, postage on periodical pamphlets, and to ex from the floor over the cellar in which he
ment during the last 30 years, and bred
1834:—We wrote you yesterday and tend the franking privilege to the Head of worked—his neck being caught by a trap route is up the valley of the Chaudiere ; then
him up in that office. He has been success cl>«nce a few lines by the Estafette to say, the Engineer Department, introduced by Mr. door, through which it seems he was at up that of Arnold’s River, to where it makes
fully employed in a diplomatic occupation that all the new Ministers have given in Bibb, on leave, was read twice and commit tempting to pass. He had evidently got a bend to the north ; from thence southwest
at Bogota, as Secretary of Legation in their resignations and they have been accept ted. Mr. Tyler, from the Committee on upon the head of a molasses cask that had erly to near the source of Keepsuctuc stream
and from thence southeasterly to the KenneWashington, and during now some years
ed by the King. It is now expected that his Finance, which was directed by the resolu slipped from under him just as he had bago Pond situated partly in No. 3 in the
Minister Plenipotentiary of France at Ber Majesty will take back his preceding Min tion of the Senate to inquire into the condi thrust his head through the trap door, which third, and No. 3 in the fourth Range, and
lin. His political character is as unknown
isters much as they before stood, and over tion and affairs of the Bank of the U. S., falling just beneath his chin, must have oc from thence southerly down the fine valley
as is the amount of his qualifications for the
tures are making to-day for this arrange made a voluminous report thereon; which casioned instant suffocation. His feet of the Kennebago (called the Androscoggin
office to which he has, to the surprise of all ment.
was read at the Clerk’s table, chiefly by Mr. were about four feet from the ground. The in Greenleaf’s Map,) to the outlet of Lake
Acquassuc in Plantation of Rangeley ; and
Paris, been appointed.—He is said to be
Tyler. It occupied in the reading nearly Coroner’s verdict was accidental death.
from thence southerly along the western side
SPAIN.
the son-in-law of Judge Thompson, of the
three
hours.
On
motion
of
Mr.
Tyler,
after
There is nothing important from the
Supreme Judicial Court.—This is the, of Township No. 3 in first Range to a Pond
Supreme Court of the United States.
some remarks by Mr. Benton, in which he
General Bernard, the new War Minister, Peninsula. Don Carlos has niet with some pronounced some of the statements to be second week of its session in this town. in letter D., which is the source of Swift Riv
; and from thence down the valley of Swift
Several long and er
is .an excellent engineer, but unacquainted recent reverses, but nothing decisive has false, and a reply by Mr. Tyler, in which Judge Emery presides.
River to the Androscoggin in the town of
occurred
since
our
last
former
advices.
WUh the science of politics. He was exiled
he averred in the most solemn manner the hard contested cases on the civil list have Mexico. So far there is no mountain in the
after “ the hundred days,” and having
truth
of every tittle of the report, all the been decided ; the very important one of way, and the soil is of the best quality in
Tippecanoe.—The Legislature of India
Merriam vs. Mitchell, for malicious prose Maine and Lower Canada ; and from Mexico
sought refuge in the United States, was ad
statements of which were founded on docu
mitted into the service of the Union. It na at its last session, by joint resolution, re ments accompanying it, the report was or cution, commenced on Monday afternoon a junction may be made with the canal now
last, every juryman was closely interrogated, progressing northward from Portland, either
was he who was the author of the plan for quired the Governor to ascertain on what dered to be printed.
The Senate adjourn
fortifying the States, and himself superin terms the Hon. John Tipton would surren ed to Monday.
on oath, as to having formed an opinion in by water communication or by a Rail Road,
the case or having any bias one way or the as may be judged most advisable.
tended its execution.
When Lafayette der to the State the Tippecanoe Battle
visited for the last time the United States, Ground. The Governor applied according
other; two were set aside, the case ap
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
A case of breach of promise of marriage
General Bernard was associated with him ly, and has reported to the Legislature, that
pears now as though it would take up most
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 10.
in the compliments paid to France in their Mr. Tipton proffers to “ transfer it without
of next week, although the Court continues was tried at the late term of the Court of C.
Mr. Foster moved the following resolu its sessions during the evening. Counsel Pleas, in Kennebec Co.:—Eliza Ann Fair
persons. He returned to Europe after the charged—Lexington Int.
tion which lies on the table one day :
last revolution, and was immediately on his
for the Plaintiff, Mr. Chase of Calais, and banks of Winthrop, vs. Edward Knights of
The Cholera had nearly disappeared from
Resolved, That the President of the Fessenden, Sen’r of Portland ; for Defend
arrival in Paris appointed Aid-de-Camp to
Portland. Damages were laid at $5000. The
the King, and since laid down the'plan of! the city of Trinidad and its vicinity at the United States be. requested to communicate ant, Mr. Alden of Belfast, and Judge Preble
I last date, (26th ult.)
| to this House, ¿i£not in his opinion inconijury brought in a verdict for the plaintiff,,
of Portland.—Belfast Republican.
giving $1500 damages and costs.
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Advertisement !

A caucus of the leading tories in the State I Cid. at Boston, 20th, brig Imogene, GillpatWe are glad to perceive, that a bill
rick, Apalachicola.
to make compensation for French Spo of New York, was held in New York city in
At Cadiz, 26th Oct. barque Bohemia, Perkins, TO THE ASTHMATIC & CONSUMPTIVE
May last, to take measures for the conducting
liations on American Commerce prior to of the then ensuing political campaign, at for New Orleans, 30th brig Rival, Stone, from THE most prevalent and fatal of all the
in quar.
the year 1800, has been reported in the which, says the N.Y. Courier and Enquirer, Antwerp,
diseases incident to civilized society
Cid. at New Orleans, 27th ult. ship Pactolas,
—the Consumption—may generally be tra
Senate and that a majority of that body a Constitution was drawn up, which was Wise, for Liverpool
Ar. at Philadelphia, 19th, ship Plato, Wise, ced to the least alarming of disorders, a
seem disposed to pass it with, all practicable “ printed and circulated through the state,
and one of the articles of that printed Consti Hamburg.
slight but neglected Cold ! By estimation,
despatch. Mr. Webster is laboring hard to tution to which they owe their victory, is in
Ar. at Wilmington, 8th, brig Ponce, Gould,
it appears that ONe hundred and fifty
expedite the passage of the bill—which is a these words :—
Porto Rico.
thousand persons die annually of the Con
In
Nantasket
Roads,
18th
ult.
ship
Whitmore,
o
WE
PLEDGE
OURSELVÈS
THAT
just one and has been too long delayed—
(new) from Wells for New York.
sumption. Most of these dreadful results
and the Jackson presses, fearing, probably, WE WILL NEITHER ENCOURAGE,
Ar. at Boston, 18th, brig Rupert, Rankin, of may be attributed to common Colds, and a
AID, OR PATRONIZE, IF WE CAN
that his exertions in behalf of the claimants AVOID IT, THE BUSINESS, OCCUPA Bangor, from Matanzas, 30th ult.
Ar. at Havana, 6th inst. ship Com. Morris, negligent treatment of the harrassiiig Cough
might render him popular, are circulating the TION, OR PROFESSION OF ANY Perkins, from Cadiz.
that generally ensues, which is usually fol
infamous report, “ that he is to receive ONE UNLESS HE BE A REPUBLI
SPOKEN.
lowed by difficult breathing, pain in the side,
$20,000 if he is successful in procuring the CAN AND MEMBER OF THIS ASSO Nov. 6, 15 miles N. of Cape Florida Light, and at last Ulcerated Lungs. Violent and
CIATION.”
steamer Connecticut.
repeated Asthmatic attacks also bring on
passage of the bill into a law.” Mr. Causten,
who is the only agent for the claimants, has
Influenza.—As this disease is now raging COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE. Consumptive symptoms. One or two dol
promptly and unequivocally declared the in town and country, the following cure may FT^HE subscribers having been appointed lars expended in the purchase of
DR. RELFE’S ASTHMATIC PILLS,
whole statement to be false. What false be of service to those afflicted : T oz. extract JL by the Judge of Probate for the Coun and a little attention to their timely admin
liquorice, 1 oz. paragoric, and 1 oz. antimoni- ty of York, to receive and examine the claims
hoods will not the Jackson party invent or al wine. Place the liquorice in a pint of wa of creditors to the estate of
istration, will usually ensure a mitigation of
to what baseness will they not descend, to ter, simmer it down to a half pint, and when
these disorders, and generally effect a cure.
NOAH WENTWORTH,
injure the influence or blast the character of cold add the others, taking a swallow when late of Lebanon, in said County, yeoman, The Pills are also an easy and effectual remdeceased, represented insolvent, give no , edy for the symptoms preceding and ac
the cough is troublesome.
a political opponent ?
tice that six months from the .first day of companying the Asthma and Consumption.
Dedication and Installation.—On Tuesday December instant, have been allowed said For colds, coughs, difficulty of breathing,
New Paper.—We have received the first
the 2d inst. the very neat and commodious creditors to bring in and prove their claims ; tightness *and strictures across the chest*
number
of
the
“
Boston
Observer
and
Re

South Carolina.—The Legislature of
new^ Meeting House of the second parish in and that we will attend the service assigned
South Carolina convened on the 24th ult. ligious Intelligencr, devoted to Liberal Chris York was solemnly dedicated to Almighty us, at the Office of Increase Sumner Kim wheezing, pain in the side, spitting oi blood,
Henry Deas was chosen President of the tianity, Sunday Schools, Literature and In- God. Invocation, Reading the Scriptures, ball, Esq., in said Lebanon, on the last Sat &c. Few cases can occur of any of this
Senate and Mr. Noble Speaker of the House. telligence.” It is printed every Thursday, and Introductory prayer, by Rev. Mr. Car urday of January next, and on the last Satur class of disorders, in which the purchasers
Gov. Hayne occupies a considerable portion
penter of York ; Sermon from Psalm 100 : days of the four following months, from two of Dr. Relle’s Pills will not find a rich re
of his Message in treating upon the usurpa on a large sheet, folded in the quarto form, at 4 ; by Rev. Mr. Clark of Wells ; Dedicatory to six of the clock in the afternoon.
turn for their trifling expenditure. Price
THOMAS WENTWORTH.
tion of the National Executive, and recom $3 per annum. It is published by Mr. L. Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Parker, pastor elect.
whole boxes, 30 Pills, $1 ; half do. 12 Pillsj
JOHN BOD WELL.
mends, as a remedy for it, a Convention of C. Bowles and printed by Messrs. Tuttle &
On Wednesday the 3d inst. Rev. Clement
50 cts.
the States for the revision of the Federal Con Weeks. The first number is principally fill Parker was installed as pastor of the church.
Dec. 12,1834.
stitution. The finances of the State are in a
Invocation, Reading the Scriptures, and In
ed
with
well
written
original
articles.
Its
TO THE
TAKE NOTICE.
flourishing condition. Gov. H. declines being
troductory Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Keeler of
again considered a candidate for his present mechanical execution is very neat.
LL persons having accounts open with
South Berwick ; Sermon from Psalm 89 : 15,
the subscriber are requested to call and
office.
by Rev.Mr. Root of Dover ; Installing Prayer,
HITE and sound Teeth are both
Portland Magazine.—We have hitherto by Rev. Mr. Oliphant of Wells ; Charge to
The Legislature have re-elected Mr. Cal
settle them immediately, and all indebted by
an ornament and a blessing. The
houn U. S. Senator, almost unanimously.— neglected to notice the 2d and 3d numbers of the pastor, by Rev. Mr. Putnam of Ports note or account are requested to pay the same.
Mr. McDuffie, late member of the U. S. House
mouth
;
Right
Hand of Fellowship, by Rev. —And all persons having any demands best security for their advantage is to be
lhis 'ohlable P-iodieal which were regularly Mr. Carpenter of York ; Concluding Prayer, against me are requested to present them im found in the use of the
BRITISH ANTISEPTIC DENTRlFICE.
of the Slate, by the two branches of the Leg- received. These numbers fully sustain the by Rev. Mr. Clark of Wells>—Port. Mirror.
mediately for payment.
This elegant Tooth Powder, with a very
islature. There was no organized opposition High character of the first. Mrs. Stephens,
JEREMIAH PAUL.
little use, eradicates the Scurvy in the gums,
to his election—both Nullifiers and Unionists ■ /.jie e(jjtorj) writes finely—as the narrator of MAINE TEMPERANCE SOCIETY.
Kennebunk, Dec. 23, 1834.
voting for him. Mr. McD. has recovered his I a pleasant tale or a touching one—as a mor
The annual meeting of the Maine Temper
and prevents the accumulation of Tarter,
NOTICE*
ance Society will be holden at Augusta on ”
health.
which not only blackens, but loosens the
alist or a poet, she interestsand not unfre- Wednesday the 4th of February next. It is
HOSE persons indebted to the estate of teeth, and accelerates their decay. The
Alabama.—The Legislature of this State quently impresses a good moral lesson upon to be earnestly hoped, that the friends of
George Hussey, Esq. deceased, are Dentrifice thus removes the prevailing caus
commenced its session a few weeks since. Mr. the reader. Mrs. S. has also the aid of sever Temperance throughout the State will en
notified that they may make payment at the
es of offensive breath, preserves the healthi
Lyo’p was elected President of the Senate
deavor to be present on that occasion, to in office of the subscriber until the 15th of Jan.
and Mr. Oliver, Speaker of the House—the al able correspondents. We wish the Maga cite each other to a rational zeal on that sub next, without costs. Those having claims ness and floridness of the gums, and renders
former by a majority of five votes and the zine a patronage commensurate with its mer ject. It is understood that the Executive against the estate, are requested to present the the teeth beautifully white. Price 50 cents.
latter by a majority of one vote. Both are its—and this is wishing it a support which Committee have extended letters of invitation same to the Commissioners without delay.
Qj^None genuine unless signed on the
friendly to the administration. The Legisla would richly remunerate the publisher and to several distinguished friends of the cause
J. DANE.
outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
ture has re-elected Mr. King, without opposi
Kennebunk, Dec. 26,1834.
residing in other States to favor the meeting
etor, T. KiDTyRR, immediate successor to
tion, U. S. Senator for six years, commencing editor for their labors.
wi'th their presence, amongst whom are
the
late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
on the 4th of March next.
Messrs. Gerritt Smith and Delavan, of N. Y.
HORSE FOR SALE. at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court
The Pirates.—The motion fora new trial and Messrs. Pierpont and Edwards and Mr.
OR sale by the subscri street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also
The Legislature of Indiana assembled on of the seven Pirates found guilty by the Sargent of Massachusetts. They also pro
ber, a likely four year
the 1st inst. The Lt. Governor presides in jury, has been overruled by the Court, and pose several interesting and important topics
by his special appointment, by
old Colt. He will be sold
the Senate ; in the House, James Gregory
for
discussion
before
the
Meeting,
which
will
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
on
Tuesday
last
they
were
brought
to
the
for
cash,
or
exchanged
for
Esq. was elected Speaker, on the sixth bal
doubtless engage the attention of the first men
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
THOMAS S. PERKINS.
loting, by a majority of only two votes. bar to receive sentence. The usual ques in the State. The Temperance cause is a neat stock.
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 26,1834.
The Message of Gov. Noble is occupied en tion was put to them, whether they had any common one—a cause which knows no oth
tirely with the discussion of local affairs—-he reasons to offer why sentence should not now er party or sect, than lhe party, if such it
says nothing in reference to national politics. be pronounced upon them, when each of may be called, of those who would wish to Maine Tri-Weekly Journal.
H. MORSE, M. D. /has located himuther severance win publish
------- Cto------• self in Kennebunk, and will be happy
put
an
end
to
intemperance,
and
to
promote
during the ensuing session of the Le
Louis Phillippe, King of France, is said to them protested his entire innocence of the the general cause of good morals in the com
to attend to the calls of all who may favor
gislature,
a
paper
three
times
a
week,
on
be the richest man in Europe—not even ex crime and handed in a paper to the Court, munity. As such, it is entitled to the co
him with their patronage.
Tuesday,
Thursday,
and
Saturday
mornings.
cepting Rothschild. It is said, also, that containing statements confirmatory of their operation of all good men.
Dr. M. may be found at the house recently
It will be printed on new type, fine paper
he has large sums invested in this country, declarations. Judge Story then proceeded
occupied by Dr. Lillie, near Rev. Mr. Pow
and
each
number
contain
about
twice
as
and that he is the holder of a large amount
Temperance Meeting.
much matter as each number of the Daily of ers’ Church.
of Pennsylvania stock, in the name of confi to pass sentence upon them. The 11th of
Dec. 20, 1834.
tf.
The first Temperance Association in the last and preceding winters.
Our reason
next March is appointed for their execution, County of York, hold their next meeting at
dential agents.
for substituting a tri-weekly for a daily is that
between the hours of 9, A. M. and 12, M.— Sanford Corner, on Wednesday the 7th day j the great daily mail running eastward has
HOUSE FRAME.
The verdict of Guilty, found against Ab- Ruiz, the carpenter, has been deranged since of January next, at ten o’clock A. M.
been stopped, and only goes on the mornings WANTED to coptract for a house frame,
In the forenoon an address is expected we selected for our tri-weekly-publication. ▼ * 42 by 34.
WM. LORD.
r&ham Prescott, for the murder of Mrs. Sally
Cochran, at the last term of the C. C. P. in Friday morning—uttering the most frantic from the Rev. Mr. Wells of Kennebunk. To eastern subscribers, therefore, a daily paper
Dec. 19, 1834.
cries
and
making
the
most
violent
gestures.
Merrimack county, N. H., has been set aside
The afternoon will be devoted to the discus only subjects them to double postage, with
HE TOKEN and Atlantic Souvenir, for
by the Justices of the Superior Court, (before
sion of Resolutions and extehipbraneous re out enabling them to obtain any earlier intel
1835. Just received and for sale by
whom a motion for new a trial made by his
Connecticut.—A Whig State Convention marks.
ligence, and the same remark applies to nine
DANIEL REMICH*
counsel was argued on Thursday of last week,) is to be held in Connecticut, on the 11th of
It is hoped that the friends of the cause in ■ tenths of the post offices in the State. The
Kennebunk, December 10, 1834.
and a new trial granted. The opinion of the
towns not connected with the association will number which have mails two or three times
Court was delivered by Chief Justice Parker. February next, for the nomination of candi be present.
a week is very considerable. A tri-weekly
Sheriff’s Sale.
It condemned the irregularities ot Jurors, in dates for State Officers and Members of Con
Sanford, Dec. 26, 1834.
is therefore better adapted to the existing con
AKEN on execution, and will be sold at
leaving their fellows to attend to business of gress. The Convention will meet in New
dition of the mails.
public vendue, on Saturday, the third
their own, which was one of the points taken Haven.—Thé anti-masons in this State have
KENNEBUNK LYCEUM.
The proceedings of both houses of the Le
day of January A. D. 1835, at 10 o’clock in
by the prisoner’s counsel and several instan
The annual meeting of the members of the gislature will be faithfully reported : the trinominated
Gov.
Foote
(whig)
for
re-election,
ces of which were proved, even though the
list of the members of «11« forenoon, at the bouse of Rurus Banks
“ Kennebunk Lyceum” will be held at the weekly will contain a àX
¡n S?co, an the right in equity which
Jurors were accompanied by officers ; but and for members of Congress they have nom Bookstore, in this village, on Wednesday
- official
- • ■ return
&
did not deem such sufficient reasons for grant inated four of the present Whig delegation, evening, January 7,1835, at 6 o’clock, for the committees of both, the
of votes H. Googvns has of redeeming the following
ing the motion ;—but it having been proved, Messrs. Trumbull, Miner, Young and Jack- choice of officers and the transaction of any for Governor, and divers other political statis described real estate, viz : A certain lot of
in one or more instances, that a Juror had
other business that may regularly come before tics. We have engaged the assistance of a 1 land situate in Saco, on the post road leadseparated from his fellows, unattended by an son) and two new candidates, Messrs. Mc- it.
corespondent in Washington, whose literary
D. REMICH, Secretary.
officer, and that one had been seen at the Cardy and Hamlin, both whigs.
Kennebunk, Dec. 24,1834.
reputation stands high not only in Maine, but iel Osgood’s, containing about one acre, with
bar of a tavern, drinking ardent spirit, and,
throughout the Union, whose letters we trust the Dwelling House, Store and Barn thereon
likewise, that ardent spirit was carried into
HYMENEAL.
will be read with much interest. The session standing,—being the house, lot and buildings
The Executive Council of this State met
lately occupied by said Googins.
the Jury-room, the Court for these reasons at Augusta on Wednesday last.
MARRIED—In Hollis, on the 7th inst. Mr. of Congress will close before that of the Leg
The amount of incumbrances, and terms
granted the motion.
J. B. Wight, of the firm of Fabyan & Wight, of islature, so that our tri-weekly will contain a of sale will be . more particularly stated, at the
running account of nearly all the proceedings
Portland,
to
Miss
Elizabeth
A.
daughter
of
Moses
time and place of sale.
A new Jackson paper has been established
Norfolk Bank Robbers : Important Dis
of the ensuing session of Congress.
Esq. of Hollis.
B. DUNN, Dep. Sheriff.
at Waldoborough, in this State. It is called closures.—William Devoe was brought to Dunn,
The price of the tri-weekly will be one
In Kittery, Capt. Samuel Fernaid, to Miss
Saco, Nov. 28, 1834.
the “ Lincoln Patriot.”—The publication of trial at Dedham, on Thursday afternoon, Joanna
dollar for the session.
Any gentleman
,
F. Williams.
the “ Independent Journal,” at Thomaston, charged with robbing the Bank of Norfolk,
In Chardon, (Granger Co.) Ohio, 30th ult. Mr, transmitting $5 by mail may have six copies
TAKE NOTICE.
(a Jackson paper,) which was discontinued a
Benjamin Cowles, to Miss Lodica King.
sent to his order. To save trouble in collect
on
the
night
of
the
5th
of
August
last.
We
few months since, has been resumed.—The
HE subscriber, having contracted with
ing we expect all subscribers at a distance to
learn
from
the
Norfolk
Advertiser,
that
the
“ Eastport Sentinel” establishment has been
the overseers of the poor of the town
OBITUARY
¡pay in advance. This will save trouble to us
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
purchased by Mr. Seth B. Mitchell, by whom principal witnesses against Devoe were an
'and be just as well to them.
DIED—In this town, on the 9th inst. Mring to said town, for the term of one year from
it will hereafter be published. The Sentinel Englishman named Slater, fwho participa
date herepfi and having made provision for
is a whig paper.
ted in the robbery and has turned State’s John Stone, aged 33 years.
THE
AGE-SJAStY.
In Anson, very suddenly, Rev. James Hall,
that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
evidence} and his wife.
Yesterday noon (a native of Scotland,) Preceptor of Anson Aca
HE
Publishers
of
the
Age,
propose
to
The publisher of the Kennebec Journal
boring or supporting any of said paupers on
the
case
was
submitted
to
the
Jury,
who
af

resume
the
publication
of
a
daily
paper
demy.
will issue a tri-weekly, and the publisher
his account.
during
the
next
session
of
the
Legislature.
of the Age a daily paper, (see advertising col ter a short absence, returned a verdict of In Lebanon, 28th ult. Moses Shapleigh, son of
JAMES HOBBS.
Moses Rollins, Esq. aged 6 years and 10 months.
It will be printed as heretofore, on the half
umns,) at Augusta, during the approaching Guilty.
Wells, Dec. 16,1834.
In Buxton, (Salmon Falls,) Mr. John Lord, of a large sheet, in the usual forth, at the
The
testimony
of
Slater
was
of
a
deeply
session ot our State Legislature. We will
aged 49 years.
price of ONE DOLLAR AND FIFTT CENTS for the
forward to the publisher the names of persons interesting character. The bank was rob
DIAPI R.
In Biddeford, 20th ult. Widow Olive Parsons,
who may be desirous of subscribing tor either bed of $22,000 in bills and $2,400 in spe aged 28.—12th inst. very suddenly, Mr. John session. Any person procuring six good sub g A PIECES RUSSIA DIAPER, just
scribers
and
forwarding
the
amount
of
their
paper. Those who wish us to do this are cie. Slater states that the robbery was Staples, aged 91 years and 4 months.
received and for sale at reduced
In Boston, 28th ult. Miss Mary P. Norwood, subscriptions, shall be entitled to a copy of prices. ' •*. '
requested to hand in their names in the committed by himself, Devoe, and two oth
WM. LORD.
the
paper.
of Biddeford, aged 21 years.
course of the next week.
Dec. 19,1834. V”
Containing
an
early
and
correct
account
of
ers not yet arrested, named Thorn and
In Nassau, Oct. 25th, Mr. Edgcomb Nason, of
the proceedings of the Legislature, and im
Graves. These four remained in the Bank Biddeford, aged 22 years.
We da net think it advisable to insert
NOTICE.
In Limington, 13th inst. Mr. Benjamin Small, partial sketches of the more important and
an
hour
or
two
—
where
they
counted
over
Fragment,” which we received through the
N consideration of the long and faithful
jr. aged 35 ;—Widow Hannah Norton, aged 83 ; exciting debates, it will be read with present
Post Office a few days since—perhaps its ef the money, and divided it equally among _ 14th, Mr. Isaac Small, aged 83years.
services of my son, Howard Shapleigh,
interest, and form a convenient and valuable
fects would be different from what the writer themselves—The specie they did not count,
In Camden, on the 10 inst. Mr. Robert Thorn volume for future reference. Political matter
I hereby relinquish to him all claims to his
expects. We like the style of the article and but put it into four bags, and made them, as dike, aged 100 years and 5 months. Mr. Thorn
future services and earnings. He is at per
should be pleased to receive communications near as they could judge, of equal weight. dike was born in Beverly, Mass., in 1734 moved of interest, and notices of passing events will fect liberty to act and trade for himself.
to Cape Elizabeth in this State, when he married aid in giving it the variety usually sought for
on other subjects from the writer.
WILLIAM SHAPLEIGH.
Slater afterwards sealed up his bills very Deborah Wallace—thence to Camden in 1772 in the columns of a newspaper.
Parsonsfield, Oct. 24,1834.
ff/^All subscriptions from a distance must
The severity of the cold on the 14th and carefully in two jars, and concealed them in when that town contained but four or five fami
paid in advance. The money can be con
15th inst. is noticed by the papers from all a pasture in Dorchester—where they have lies and the only communication with their be
quarters. At Haverhill, N. H. the thermometer been found, and the $5,500 restored to its Western neighbors was by water. Mr. Thorn veniently remitted by the Representatives
dike was habitually temperate, never used to from the several towns, at the meeting of the
sunk to 20 degrees below zero, one degree rightful owners.
bacco in any ofits forms and retained his teeth, Legislature.
N elegant dapple grey
colder than at any time last winter. At Mill
The bank was entered at five or six dif hair, eyesight and intellect unimpaired till his
Horse, only six years
Augusta,
Nov.
24,1834.
bury, Mass, the thermometer sunk to 11 be ferent times, and many ingenious contri death.—His descendants areas follows :
old, sound, and kind in any
low 0, the first time it has been so cold for vances were resorted to for the purpose of
Dead. Living.
harness, sold for no fault,—
MEDICAL NOTICE.
20 years. In Hallowell the thermometer
12
2
10
the owner not having employ sufficient for
fitting keys to the locks of the vault, &c. Children,
95 14
81
Grand Children,
ranged from 15 to 18 below 0.
WM. LORD.
HE members of the York County Medi him.
Slater hired a house in South Boston, in Great grand Children,
241 38
203
Kennebunk, Dec. 12, 1834.
cal Society are hereby notified, that
0
6
Mr. George Robinson of Augusta, one of which they fitted up a temporary workshop Great great grand Chi! n, 6
their next meeting, agreeable to previous ad
MW—
———
■ 1 ■ in
the editors of the Age, has been nominated and prepared their implements—Devoe be
ALMANACKS.
journment, will be on the 14th of January,
354 54
300
by the Governor for Register of Probate for ing a boarder with him. After the verdict of
precisely at 12 o’clock, at the house of Israel
Thomaston Journal.
HE American Almanac for 1835.
Kennebec Co., in place of Mr. E. T. Bridge, guilty was rendered against Devoe, he dis
Chadbourn, in Alfred.
ALSO,
who, it is supposed, declines in Mr. R’s.favor. closed the place where his share (another
* JOHN S. FARNUM, Secretary.
Thomas’ (old) Farmer’s ; Maine Farmer’s j
SHIP
NEWS
Alfred, Dec. 11, 1834.
Spofford’s Yankee ; People’s and Miniature
An elegant house, nearly finished, was $5,500) of the money was concealed, and
KENNEBUNK, DEC. 27, 1834.
Almanacks for 1835.
consumed by fire in Bangor, on the evening left Dedham the same eyeping, hand-cuffed
For sale by
D. REMICH.
of the 17th inst. It belonged to Mr. Spear, and attended by officers for the purpose of
Apprentice Wanted.
MEMORANDA.
of the firm of French & Spear. His loss is pointing out the spot. The officers return Sch. Sally & Katty, Clark, from York, Me. ar.
ANTED immediately at this office, a
about $3800—no insurance.
ed yesterday, and remanded Devoe to jail. at Baltimore, 11th.
lad of from 14 to 15'years of age, as(
Ship Berwick, Chandler, cleared at CharlesThey found the money buriefi ip a jar» at a
an apprentice to the Printing-business. He ENESSEE FLOUR, of prime quality,
iust received and for sale by
Four cases of Small pox have occurred in spot which he pointed ont, near the Catholic
The steam ship Connecticut, Capt. "
Porter, put must be of correct habits and possessed of a
WM. LORD.
Wakefield, N. H.
burying-ground in South Boston.
into St. Mary's on Sunday, 30th Nov. for a sup- good common school education.
Dec. 19,1834.
Gagetie Office, Kennebunk, Dec. 18,1834.
Boston
Transcript,
ply
of
fuel.
Ice was formed at New Orleans 26th ult.

Virginia.—The Legislature of Virginia
assembled on the 1st inst. Mr. Banks (Jackson) was re-elected Speaker of the House,
having sixty-three votes to sixty for his oppo
nent, Gen. Parker. Eight Whig members
voted for Mr. B. and seven were absent,
while every Jackson member was present
and voted for Banks. So say the Virginia
papers—if so, parties in the House stand
78 whigs to 52 Jacksonmen. A decided
whig was chosen Speaker of the Senate
without opposition.
Gov. Tazewell’s Mes
sage was communicated to the Legislature
on the 3d. It is devoted principally to the
local affairs of the commonwealth. Gov T.,
however, comments with much freedom up
on the conduct of the National Administra
tion and pronounces it “ dangerous to our
free institutions.” We shall endeavor to
make room for the ptiragraphs of the Message
touching the course of the Federal Govern
ment, in a future number.
The 27th day of next month has been fix
ed upon by both houses, for the choice of an
U. S. Senator, in place of Mr. Leigh, whose
term of service expires in March.—Mr. Bax
ter, a decided whig, has been elected Attorney
General of the State. Baxter received 81
and his opponent 77 votes.
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! At a Court of Probate held at North-Berwick,
GREAT NATIONAL WORK.
within andfor the county of York, on the first
AMERICAN
MAGAZINE
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Monday of December, in the year of our Lord OF USEFUL AND ENTERTAINING KNOWLEDGE.
WINTER———— At a Court of Probate holden at North-Berwick,
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the Hon
Illustrated
with
numerous
Engravings,
BY MRS. SIGOURNEY.
within and for the County of York, on the
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
JkLVHL REAIHII
BY THE BOSTON BEWICK COMPANY.
“ I deem thee not unlovely—though thou com’st
first Monday in December, in the year of our
said Court:
AS
constantly on hand an extensive as
With a stern visage. To the tuneless bird—
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty four, by
HE success which has attended the best
ACOB HORSOM, Executor of the last
sortment of
The tender flow’ret—the rejoicing stream,
the Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge if
Magazines from the English press, has
will
of
John
Horsom,
late
of
Lebanon,
Thy discipline is harsh. But unto man,
said Court:
in said county, yeoman, deceased, having led to preparations for issuing a periodical
Methinks thou hast a kindlier ministry—
N the petition of Affa Eaton, executrix presented his first account of administration more particularly adapted to the wants and
Thy lengthened eve is full of fire-side joys,
of the last will of Noah Eaton, late of of the estate of said deceased for allowance : taste of the American public. While it will
And deathless linking of warm heart to heart;
So that the hoarse stream passes by unheard,
Wells, in said county, deceased, representingORDERED—That the said Executor give be the object of the proprietors to make the
Earth, rob’d in white, a peaceful sabbath holds
that the personal estate of said deceased not notice to all persons interested, by causing a work strictly what its title indicates, it will,
And keepeth silence at her Maker’s feet,
specifically bequeathed, is not sufficient to pay copy of this order to be published three nevertheless, contain all articles of interest
She ceaseth from the harrowing of the plough,
the just debts which he owed at the time of weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, to its patrons, which appear in foreign Mag
And from the harvest shouting.
his death by the sum of three hundred and printed at Kennebunk, in said county, that azines.
“ Man should rest
Extensive preparations have been entered among the School Books are the followikg.
ninety seven dollars and ninety cents, and they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
Thus from his fevered passions—and exale
into, both with Artists and Authors, to fur Paley’s Natural Theology, with Paxton’s
at
Alfred,
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Mon

praying
for
a
license
to
sell
and
convey
so
The unbreathed carbon of his festering thought
lustrations ;
much of the real ©state of said deceased as day in January next, at ten of the clock nish, from all parts of the Union, drawings
And drink in holy health. As the tossed bark
may be necessary for the payment of said in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they and illustrations of every subject of interest, Nichols’ Natural Theology ;
Doth seek the shelter bf some quiet bay,
have, why the said account should not be which the publishers confidently believe will Smeliie’s Philosophy of Natural History, (¡m*
debts and incidental charges :
To trim its shattered cordage, and repair
proved by Ware ;)
enable them to issue a work honorable to its
Its riven sails—so should the toil-worn mind
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no allowed.
title, and acceptable to the American people. Abercrombie’s Philosophy ;
Refit for time’s rough voyage. Man, perchance tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The American Magazine is published Upham’s Mental Philosophy ;
Soured by the world’s sharp commerce, or im and to all persons interested in said es A true copy,—-Attest,
paired
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
monthly—each number containing between Nuttail’s Botany ; Lincoln’s do. ;
tate, by causing a copy of this order to be
By the wild wanderings of his summer way,
Dec. 6.
forty and fifty imperial octavo pages, at Two Bigelow’s Plants of Boston and its vicinity;
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printTurns like a truant scholar toward his home,
Conversations on Vegetable Physiology ; ’
Dollars per annum, payable in advance.
ed
in
Kennebunk,
in
said
county?
three
weeks
And yields hie nature to sweet influences
It comprises—Portraits and Biographical Grund’s Chemistry ; Comstock’s do.;
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
That purify and save.
Sketches of distinguished Americans ; Views Blake’s Natural Philosophy ; Grund’s do.;
bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said
“ The ruddy boy
Gillpatrick & Hillard,
of Public Buildings, Monuments, and Im Blake’s Astronomy; Grund’s do.; Vose’s do.¿Comes with his shouting school-mates from their county, on the first Monday in January
AVE for sale, at their Store in Kenne provements ; Landscape Scenery—the bound Grammar of Elocution ;
sport,
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
bunk, (next door east of Phineas less variety and beauty of which, in this Geography of the Heavens, with a Map;
On the smooth frozen lake, as the first star
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
country, will form an unceasing source of in Flint’s Lectures upon Natural History, Geol
Hangs pure, and cold, its silver cresset forth ;
Stevens’ Silver Smith’s Shop,)
of said petition should not be granted.
And, throwing offhis skaftes, with boisterous glee,
ogy, Chemistry, the application of Steam
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A large assortment of S TO VES ; consisting of struction and gratification ; Engravings and
Hastes to his mother’s side. Her tender hand
descriptions of the character, habits, &c. of
A true copij—Attest,
and interesting discoveries in the Arts—a
Cooking
Stoves
;
Doth shake the snow-flakfes from his glossy curls,
valuable work ;
Birds, Beasts, Fishes, and Insects, together
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
And draw him nearer, and, with gentle voice,
Dec. 6.
Parlour Stoves ; JSox Storas, with every subject connected with the Geog Watts on the Improvement of the Mind ;
Asks of his lessons—while her lifted heart
raphy, History, Natural and Artificial resour Newman’s Rhetorick ; Blair’s do. ;
Solicits silently the Sire of Heaven
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within suitable for Meeting Houses, School Houses, ces of the country, illustrated in a familiar Whelpley’s Compend of History, with queg.
To bless the lad.
and for the County of York, on the first Stores, Shops, &c. &c.
and popular manner.
tions ;
“ The timid infant learns
also—An assortment of
Monday in November, in the year of our Lord
FREEMAN HUNT, Agent
Tytier’s
do.
do. with
do.;
Better to love its father—longer sits
FIRE FRAMES.
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
of the Boston Bewick Company, English Teacher ; Lessons in Enunciation ;
Upon his knee, and with a velvet lip
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of
Cast Iron Oven Souths,
No. 47 Court-street.
Alger’s Murray’s Exercises ; Murray’s Key ;
Prints on his brow such language, as the tongue
said Court:
Hath never spoken.
ff^Any person remitting, the Agent, by Grund’s Solid Geometry ; do. Plane do.;
Persons wishing to purchase are invited to
AMES DORRANCE, administrator of call and examine for themselves. They have mail, post paid, ten dollars, shall receive six Holbrook’s first Lessons in Geometry ;
“ Come thou to life’s feast,
the estate of Andrew Greene, late of on hand an extensive assortment, of different copies for one year—and continued as long Colburn’s Algebra ; Bailey’s do ;
With dove-eyed meekness and bland charity—
Kennebunk-port, in said county, deceased,
And thou shalt find even winter’s rugged blast
Flint’s Surveying : Gibson’s do.; Hale’s do.;
sizes, all of which will be sold at very low as the money is regularly forwarded.
The minstrel-teacher of the well-tuned soul;
having presented his first account of admin prices.
Sept. 9.
x
Gum mere’s do.;
And when the last drop of its cup is drained,
istration of the estate of said deceased, for al
Parley’s first book of History ; do. second do.;
Q^Stove Apparatus furnished at
Arising with a song of praise, go up
lowance : and also his private account against short notice. (Cj^Funnel made and repaired.
DR. JUDKINS’
Goodrich’s U. S. History, with Emerson’s
To the eternal banquet.”
the estate of said deceased for allowance :
questions ;
Kennebunk, Sept. 26, 1834.
SPECIFIC
OINTMENT.
ORDERED—That the said administrator
Walch’s Book Keeping ;
HIS
valuable
medicine
is
celebrated
TEMPERAA'CE DEPARTMENT.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
for curing the following diseases ; Parkeris Exercises in Composition.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
TWO GOOD PROPOSALS.
White Swellings of every description ; Sore Hall’s Lectures ; do. do. to Female Teachers;
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
Resolutions have been passed in zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Legs and Ulcers of long standing ; Glandu Infant School Manual ; Infant School Cards;
New Jersey, requesting ministers of all that they may appear at a Probate Court to
lar tumors ; Felons or Catarrhs ; Rheumat Juvenile Lyre, for Primary Schools.
AS for sale at his Shop in Kennebunk ic pains of the Joints ; Sprains, Bruises Donnegan’s Greek & English Lexicon ;
denominations, to deliver a sermon to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
port, a large assortment of
Monday in January next, at ten of the clock
and Tetters ; Chilblains or parts affected by Greek Testament ; Greek Reader;
their respective congregations on the in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
STOVES, viz :
frost. It is also good for Scalds and Burns. Greek Lessons ;
last Sabbath in December. It is rec have, why the said account should not be al
7
different
patterns
of
COOKING
STOVES
For glandular swellings, it is superior to Gould’s Virgil ; Latin Reader ;
ommended in the N. H. Temperance lowed.
Latin Tutor ; Latin Lessons ;
and
a
variety
of
FIRE
FRAMES.
any
medicine yet known. It is much safer Ciceronis Orationes ; Anthon’s Sallust;
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Herald, to the friends of temperance A true
ALSO,
copy—Attest,
than mercurial applications, (as it does not Caesar’s Commentaries;
in each town in the State, to present a
SIX PLATE & BOX STOVES,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
contain the smallest atom of that mineral,j Greek, Latin & French Grammars ;
suitable for Meeting-houses, School-houses,
copy of their constitution to each indi
a Court of Probate held at North-Berwick, Stores, Shops, &c., which he will sei] as rea because it does not lay the patient liable to Recueil Choisi.
vidual in town on the first day of Janu Atwithin
andfor the county of York, on the first sonable as can be purchased in Boston or injury from exposure to cold.
American first class book ; National Reader;
ary next for his signature. Let both Monday in December, in the year of our Lord elsewhere.
It cures the worst Felons or Whitlows on Introduction to N. Reader; Young Reader;
these proposals be adopted, and it can eighteen hundred and thirtyfour, by the Hon.
the application of forty-eight hours. Rheu Analytical Reader ; Introduction to do.;
ALSO,
not be doubted that thousands and tens WILLIAM A. HAYES, Jud^e of said
A good assortment of TIN WARE— matisms which have stood so long as to be Sequel to Analytical Reader ;
Court:
Copper Tea Kettles.—Sheet Iron Funnel made come a systematic disorder, require medi Scientific Class Book ; Leavitt’s Easy Les
of thousands of new recruits will be
sons ; Sequel to do.;
TEPHEN MITCHELL, administrator of and repaired at short notice.
cine to be taken inwardly to remove them
enlisted.
Moral Class Book ; Classical Reader ;
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 23, 1834.
6m
the estate of Daniel Mitchell, late of Ken
entirely. But in most cases, by applying Political Class Book ; English Reader ;
nebunk-port, in said county, deceased, having
The friends of temperance will bear presented
this ointment externally as directed, it will Academical Speaker ; American Reader ;
his first account of administration
give relief.
in mind,, that the American Temper of the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
Biblical Reader ; Pronouncing Testament.
CERTIFICATES.
HE subscriber is now purchasing Hay.
ance Society has named the 26th Feb and also his private account against the es
Primers—Worcester’s, Wood’s New York,
WM. LORD.
/WASHINGTON, MARCH 22, 1820.
New England, Barnum’s first and second
ruary as the day of simultaneous meet tate of said deceased:
Kennebunk, Nov. 5,1834.
—That the said administra
Sir—My son being afflicted for more books.
ing of all societies throughout the tor ORDERED
give notice to all persons interested, by
Spelling Books—Webster’s New, Worces
than
five years with White Swelling, and
Union. We need not state the vast causing a copy of this order to be published
having applied every remedy recommended ter’s Primary, Emerson’s National, Introduc
importance of these yearly meetings. three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
OR sale by the subscriber. It is a first by the most eminent physicians within my tion to National, Kelley’s & Marshall’s.
rate instrument with Patent Brass reach, without success, I at length procured
Dictionaries—Webster’s Octavo &. School;
The fact that the friends of the cause Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
Walker’s & Johnson’s.
screws. The Viol is very large and powerful,
in various parts of the world, unite with ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
one
jug
of
Dr.
Judkins
’
Patent
Specific
Oint

to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
Granimars—Putnarn’s Murray, (abridg
well adapted for Public Worship. It
us on the same day to promote this Monday in January next, at ten of the clock and
ment, and state, for the benefit of the afflict ment,) Murray’s largej Ingersoll’s, Smith’s
will be sold low. Apply to
great work, should render the day one in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
ed, that before one jug was used a perfect Productive, Greenleaf’s & Greene’s.
JOHN LILLIE.
Arithmeticks—Colburn's first Lessons; Se
have, why the said accounts should not be
Kennebunk, Dec. 5,1834.
of the most interesting in the year.
cure was effected. My son has enjoyed
allowed.
good health ever since. I have no doubt, quel to do., Smith’s, Welch’s (improved,) Em
N. Y. Temp. Rec,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
FUR CAPES
to the Ointment alone he is indebted, as erson’s first part, do. second do., Walch’s, Ad
A true copy,—Attest, .
nothing else was used for more than nine ams’ & Scholar’s.
We esteem it a great excellency in
TfOR
Ladies.
For
sale
by
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Keys to Colburn’s Sequel and Emerson’s
2
WILLIAM SAFFORD.
months before the application of the Oint second part ;
the new scheme for enlarging the cir Dec. 6.______________
Kennebunk,
Dec.
5,
1834.
ment.
Respectfully,
culation of the Herald, that it proposes At a Court of Probate holden at North-Berwick,
Geographies k Atlases—Goodrich’s Malte
JOHN COCKE.
Brun, Olney’s, Woodbridge’s, Goodrich’s,
to exempt the friends of the cause of within andfor the County of York, on thefirst ”
"feathers.
Messrs. O. & S. Crosby.
Gent__ I Cummings’ and Blake’s Universal.—Parley’s,
temperance from all donations of every Monday of December, in the year of our Lord L QUANTITY of Russia Feathers, for sale
am much indebted to you for your kindness Blake’s & Brinsmade’s first lessons in Geog
by the subscriber at reduced prices.
kind, except that of subscribing for the eighteen hundred and thirtyfour, by the
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
in sending me some of Dr. Judkins’ Specific raphy.
WM. LORD.
Herald. When it is remembered that of
Miscellaneous—Child’s Own book of Am
said Court:
Nov. 5,1834.
Ointment—it has proved most valuable to erican Geography; Young Astronomer;Ma
the twelve monthly numbers of that
N the petition of Stephen Perkins, a
my Son who has been for many years afflict yor’s Botany ; Parley’s Arithmetic ; Child’s
paper are to be furnished and delivered
creditor of the estate of James A. Piper,
SAND PAPER,
ed with the Chilblains, and was obliged to do. by Fowle ; Blake’s conversations on com
in each town of the State, free from
late of Kennebunk-port, in said county, PRIME article. For sale by
wear India Rubber Shoes, winters, until I mon things ; Polite Learning, &c. &c.
postage or any other expenses except deceased, praying that administration of the
D. REMICH.
made use of this Ointment, which has pro BIBLES & TESTAMENTS, a great variestate
of
said
deceased
may
be
granted
to
said
Nov.
8.
twelve and a half cents paid in advance, Stephen:
ved an entire remedy. And it has proved ety—Scott’s, complete, in 3 vols. 8vo., al $7;
will there not be found friends of tem ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
the best remedy for Sores and wounds of Quartos, in a variety of bindings, with and
perance in each tôiyn, who by associa tice thereof to all persons interested in said es STRAYED into the enclosure of the sub every description that I ever made use of. without apocrypha, concordance,references,
psalms, plates and maps ; Octavos, some el
tions or otherwise will subscribe for a tate, by causing a copy of this order to be
Yours very Respectfully,
scriber. on or about the 12th instant, a
egant ; Duodecimosand Pocket, of all prices.
PARLEY GODDARD.
sufficient number to supply every fam published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed light red heifer calf, having a star in the fore
Pronouncing and Common Testaments, of all
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks head, and a spot of white over each eye.—
Worcester,
Mass.,
April
8,
1834.
ily;? Doubtless the most, if not all, the successively, that they may appear at a Pro
sizes and prices.
The
owner
shall
have
said
calf,
by
proving
August 2, 1834.
money would be repaid to them by bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said property and paying charges.
lc
Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN
their neighbors, who would subscribe county, on the first Monday in January
WILLIAM CLARK.
LILLIE, Kennebunk', Nathan Kendall,
Folio Post, Foolscap and Pot Writing Pa
to theni for the papers.—Me, Tern, Her. next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, Wells, Nov. 20, 1834.
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 134, per, Nos. 1 & 2. Fine and Superfine white,
of said petition should not be granted.
South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co. blue, pink and straw-coloured Letter Paper;
• 'Comforts of.Grog-selling,—One night prayerAttest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
LL persons indebted to the subscriber by No. 78 and T9, Commercial Street ; S. N. Water-lined, gilt-edged and satin-surfa
last week several travellers put up at A true copy—Attest,
note or account are requested to call, Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 and 92, Wash ced do. English & American Drawing Pa
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
a tavern in W. About 3 o’clock we
pers—various in size, quality and price.
settle and pay the same, by the first of Janu

ington
St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, White, blue, green, pink and straw-coloured
December 6.
Were*1 all- aroused by a loud rap at the
ary next. {(^Particular attention is solicit Cornhill, Boston.
Tissue Paper. English, French and Ameri
door.’ 'The caller seemed in much At. a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with ed to this notice, as all accounts which remain
can Fancy Papers—all colors. Marble Pa
Jjaste. He stood swearing at the de in and for the county of York, on the first unsettled at that time will be left with an at
Real Estate for Sale.
pers, a great variety. Burnished and unbur
Monday of November, in the year of our torney for settlempnt.c?/~fi
lay. The landlady and boy arose, let Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
HE subscriber offers for sale nished, plain and embossed Gilt Paper. Rice
JOHN FAIRFIELD.
his House and the land ad- Paper, all colors. Common Colored Paper.
in a staggering sufferer,
made a : Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Kennebunk-port, Nov. 20, 1834.
Tracing Paper ; Morocco Paper, all colors;
j°’n’n»» pleasantly situated in the
Court:
fire for his çomYW?h
village of Kennebunk. The dwel Pasteboard. Bonnet Paper. Ticket Paper
glass of refreshment, dra^k it^bid good ^fATHAN D. APPLETON, guardian of
NOTICE.
ling- house is two stories high, well finished —Velvet Scrubs; Camel’s Hair Pencils;
B. Allen,a minor and grand
LL persons indebted to Capt. Samuel L. and was built but a few years ago. The Drawing Pencils and Crayons ; Water Col
night to his entertainers’ and dëpaftëæ child ofStillman
Elisha Allen, lata, of Sanford, in said
B
ragdon
,
by
book
account
or
note,
are
A ^temperance tàVërn. .would not. have county, esquire, deceased, having presented
whole or a part of the land would be sold ors in boxes; cakes Paint separate. QUILLS,
requested to call on the subscribers and set
• been so anWyed.—i’6.
his first account of guardianship of his said tle and pay the same immediately, if they with the House, as would best suit the pur a good assortment, of various qualities and pri
ward for allowance :
.... wish to save cost, as the books and notes are chaser. Possession would be given in De ces. Steel and Bronze Pens. Lead Pencils.
cember next. It will be sold at a fair price Wafers. Sealing Wax. Visiting Cards. InOJfDEtRED
k
—
T
1
hat
the
said
guardian
One of the Selectman of The town of
•left with them for collection.
and on good terms. Persons wishing to pur dellible Ink. India Rubber. Black Lines.
-give
notice
to
all
persons
interested;/Ay
caus•Hallowell was lately calledùpdïL
JOHN RANKIN,
chase are invited to call and examine the A fine assortment of Penknives. Pocket,
irig'a cbpy of this order to be published three
WILLIAM GOOCH.
dress and fine-tooth Combs. Silver everpremises.
visit a poor woman, and do something weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga-..
Also—A Pew, on the lower floor of the pointed Pencil Cases. Common do. Lead
for her relief.' ’’Sfë^had Wiusick two zette, printed at -Kennebunk, in- ^aid.county, .-Wells, Nov. 18,1834.
Points. Gunter’s Scales and Dividers. Par
Meeting-House of the Second Parish.
or three months, lived in a miserable that-they may appear tat a PrbMtp-W^.’
([^Persons indebted to the subscriber are allel Rulers. Walkden’s English Black Ink
house, éntir^ïyj'dêstitüte of every thing be ¿held at Alfred, fn said county? ort Mie*
requested to call and make immediate pay in bottles. American red and black do. in do.
first Monday in January next, at ten of
that even loofêâ like comfort. She the
ment, in order that be may be enabled to Red and black Ink-powder. Wedgewood,
clock in the foreniyGtpyandshew.caus,e; if
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
Block-tin, Glass and Pocket Inkstands. Sti
meet the demands against him.
.had first requested her husband to go any they have, why the
Which cures in less than one hour’s applilettoes. Cologne Water. Tooth, Hair and
H. CHADBOURNE.
-v* •'. *-*y *
and expend the few cents they1 had in ¡lot be allowed. , •
. cation. See directions.
Shoe Brushes. Liquid and Paste Blacking.
Kennebunk, August 22, 1834.
Attest, WM/Efuir«»Allen, Register. * fi^tHE character of this celebrated Ointpossession for something that wbuld ■ A true
Leather Preservative. Blacking Powder.
copy—AttfiSl'f
JL ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
afford her a little nourishment. He
MIDL SAWS
Calf-skin and Morocco Pocket Books and
Wm. Cutter‘ALtsW {tejgister.
speedy
and
certain
cure
for
that
loathsome
Nov.
22.
•
.
.
OR sale by the subscriber.
Wallets. Court Plaster, &c. &c. &c.
went and purchased a pint of gin, and
t
• . -■ •
■ . ■ • ■
’ ■ •
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
WILLIAM LORD.
Kennebunk, November 28, 1834.
two cents worth of crackers. The —;----------------------------- pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
December 4, 1834.
^tore for ^alC. or to Eet....... ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
name of the being that keeps the drunHE Store recently occupied.by M/,; Wm. The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
NOTICE.
kery where the gin was purchased, we
CAPS & RUFFAEOES.
Williams will be let ’-^n.•Yensliable
HE subscriber having contracted with
have not been able to obtain ; or we terms, or will be sold at a low price. The which are so eminently useful for removing
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
should have given it to the world.—ih,- Store is in. good repair, and is a good stand
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
A
fresh
supply
is
just
received,
and
for
sale
by
for business. .For further particulars enquire
FFERS, for sale, Fur Seal and Nutra notice that he has made suitable provision for
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
CAPS—latest fashion.
Qf
JOHN LORD.
them at the town Work-House, and hereby
FEATHERS ! FEATHERS?»
ENOCH
GOODALE,
Saco.
Kennebunk, December 4,1834.
.
A good assortment of Hair Seal Caps for forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland, , men and boys—very low.
UST received a prime assortment. For
of the Paupers of said town, as he is deter
Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
sale very cheap by
One Bale Prime Buffalo Robes.
QUANTITY of first rate Cheese tor and
mined to pay no bill for their support.
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low. and Reed, J. P.
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
sale by
WM. LORD.
Gentlemen’s Fur Collars and Gloves.
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
North Berwick, Nov. 21,1834.
3m.
Nov. 5,1834.
Kennebunk, Nov. .1,1834.
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Pedham. Mass.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
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